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Teecimoney of Walter Schellen‘Jrg
taken at Nurnberg, Germany, on
12 February 1946, 1610-1710, by
Captain Horace Hahn, CUSCC: Also
present: Joacph Meier, Interpreter,
John G. McDonald, Cnurt eporter.

qUECTIONS BY CAPTAIN UMIN TO ThE WITNESS THROUGH THE INTERPRETER:

You are the same Mr. Schellenbeb rg who has been interrogat•

ed by members of the O'ficd of Chief of Counsel previously, and you

understand that the Ptetementl you make are mode under oath?

A	 Yes, sir.

• Mr.  Schellenberg, did you ever know a man by the name of

Thiele?

A
	

Yes.

• And 7S3 he a mamber of the OKW?

A	 Yes

• Did you ever know of a company by the name of Standard

Electric Company?

A	 Yes.,

What was the Standard Electric Company?

A	 The Standard Electric Company was a concern made up of

Amerlcan capital. It combibed several German firms in the electriogl

industry . It wae one of the most important concer As that existed in

comprisod aach important firal as Lorenz, A.G., the

most important radio and teletype . company. This concern was suppos-

ed to be dissolved and confiscated as enemy property. This was beie

cauzo it had had relations with firms in countries occupied by

Gormany or allied against Germany. General Thiele was against the

Confisentten and dissolution of said company for festoons of pro-

I was opposed to it because I wanted to maintain this
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Goncern as a bridge tc tLe United States.

For espionage purposes?

A	 It was only for laisiness reasons, in order to conduct

business talks later on, ti:at I wanted to preserve this concern. So—

far as the elements of Standard Electric located in European countries

were concerned, I did want to maintain it for reasona of espionage.

This was the reason, at least, that I stated, and repeated at a

later stage in meetings with the Reach Economic Ministry; otherwise

I wouldn i t have had a leg to stand on in my fight to retain the

Company in business. Together with Thiele, I accomplished the pre-

servation of that concern in such a manner that a European holding

company called European Standard Electric was founded. All the

component sections had one representative in that holding company.	 •
Let ma ask this queition: This holding company which was

set up waa solely controlled by German tnterests, is that correct?

In other words, it was a German holding company which was set up by

German interests to include such a company as the Standard Electric

Company, the capital of Which was not all German; is that right?

A	 The holding company was founded without capital. It was

merely an administrative holding company. It received through this

sort of clover &lino the American capital inveated in German companies.

L.T.actly. But it was a means by which you were able to

maintain the Standard Electric Company in business even though the

Standard Electric Company was basically made up of American capital,

because it 7as :Art and parcel of this holding company which was, in

effect, a German, as you put it, administrative organisation; is

that correct?



A. Yes, that is correct.

Non, was the Lorenz Company likewise a part of this

holding corporation or holding company?

A	 Al]. companies affiliated in the Standard Electric Company

were subject to this holding company.

Mat was the relationship of the I.T. & T. (International

Telephone & Telegraph) Ytth the Standard Electric and the holding

company you mentioned.

A	 I don't recall exactly whether the I.T.& T. was a part of

the American controlled Standard. I believe yes, just like the

Tungsram in Budapest.

But you are certain that the Ia.& To was a part of this

holding company, is that correct?

A	 I do not recall whether the	 had made a contract.

with the holding company, but it was discussed. I believe Just

like Tungsram in Hungary,	 made a contract with the holding

company.

And nhat was the general import or purpose of that contract?

A	 The purpose was to protect these companies against conr-

fiscation.

and nes the I.T. ?: T. subject to confiscation as being

basically foreign capital?

A	 Yes.

In other words, then, it is not clear in your recollection

as to nhoth3r or not the I.T. & T. WMS a separate corporation which

C
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may have had poseible contractual relationships with the Standard

Electric Company or possibly with the holding company, or whether

it was, in fact, a subordinate unit of Standard Electric?

A	 I do not recollect exactly how the relations were. In any

event, if I muy add, the Reich Postal Minister tried time and again

to dissolve I. T. II T. and other firms- as enemy-favored enterprises,

and especially the Standard Electric as an enemy favored enterprise,.

and to present the entire matter as a fraudulent representation on

my part and on the part of Thiele.

• Q	 What do you know of the activities of the Standard Electric

Company and of the Lorenz Company in Spain? I may ask you firsts

To your knowledge they operated in Spain, did they not?

Yes.

• Q	 And in what sense did they operate in Spain? Did they

havo merely agencies located there or did they actually indulge

in manufacturing work?

A	 The Standard Electric Company in Spain wee+ a purely

American controlled finn, and there were close relations, especially

an far as capital was concerned, between the Standard Electric

Company in Germany and the Standard Electric in Spain.

And those relations continued throughout the war; is

that correct?

Yes I recall, in this connection, that between the

leading poreonalitien of the Standard Electric, especially a certain

71ectric/r., thorn were throughout the war, as far as I know, con-

tants 7rith Colonel Bone, the chief or Lht, Awartc.:::	 gloctbim:
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,LnJ were you ever informed, or did you ever have reason

to believe t q t the Standard Electric: Company in Spain was lending

assistance to the Standard Electric in Uermany in the matter of

citnsr caottal or raw material?

A	 I do not believe that it was a question of collaboration

in this form. It seemed to :se it was a question of preserving capita.,

rather than anythinz else.

In other words, you mean protecting ths interests of

American capital In this Cerman firm?

A	 Yes.

In what sense was Bestrick seeking to protect American

ctApital in this firm in Germany? You mean by No. 1, preventing its

confiscation by the German Reich; and you have indicated that he

was successful in that end, because he apparently was able to establish

through yourself and through Thiele that the preservation of the

firm was necessary for the furtherance of German enterprise. Did

he take any otI- ,Ir steps in the protection of American capital In

this firm?

A lestrick was a man who thought purely Lmerican and who

believed froO the very beginning in a very bad ending of the war.

I had the feeling that he also had egotistical reasons, that is,

to preserve his awn property, which he had whoely invested in the

Standard Company. I believe he had c4 very high c .lary. Aster as

I know, he received the salary of 400,000 Reichsmark. I further

know that the Lorenz, A. G., had a very good business in Spain,

71nd as far as I know it was the most important ffrm in the construc-

tion and establishment of radio apparatus. I recollect, slot:), t4at



the director-general of the Lorenz, A.G., a certain Major, retired,

Schmidt, wes supervised by the police in Germany benauee the 'teach._

Postal Minister had asserted that this Schmidt would meet colonel

Bane in Spain, It is true, further, that Colonel !lane was in

Spain at that time, and it WAS up to me to help Schmidt considerably

against these accusations. In addition, it may be stated it wae

difficult for Schmidt, hecaule he had a Jewish wife. I helped tn

this instance, also, I achieved that Mrs. Schmidt was Arpanized.

To what use did you put your contacts in Spain with the

Loronz and Standard people - to what use did you put those contacts

in connection with Ant 6?

A	 At that time it was unprofitable 7..1 that respect; that is

to say, as far as counter-espionage is concerned, I obtained nothing.

Did you ever attempt to obtain anything . from them?

A	 Yes, / made the attempt, but that was not a very seriously

intended attempt. That was merely simulation on my part in order

to take a etand in the other questions more effectively.

In other words, you made this appeargnce of seeking

their aid as a means of gaining support in your position which

called for the nwconfiscation of such companies in Germany?

A	 Yen.

In making these feints, as it were, in Spain, whom did

you contact. what individuals did you contact in connection with

no Loronz and Standerd companies?

A	 Only Major Schmidt hiksself.

And was Major Schmidt a German citizen?

Yes, he was.



Did you ever make any contacts with Colonel Bane?

A	 NI. Westrick offered to me an opportuLity to meet with

Colonel Bane in order to discuss with them the possibility of getting

Germany out of the war. But I never accepted that offer, because it

appeared to me that would have been too much of a burden for the en-

tir e company. In addition, I had very good relations,with Mr. Dulles

in Switzerland, in the event that I did want to engage in such

conversations.

	

Q.	 This Colonel Bane, was he represented to you as an American

citizen?

A	 Yes.

Was he represented to you as having been a Colonel in the

American Army?

	

A	 yes.

	

0.	 On active duty or retired?

	

A	 Retired.

In other words, then, so far as theee companies are osncern■

ed in Spain, the only individual with whom you had any contact, as

far as German intelligence was concerned, was Major Schmidt/

	A	 Yes.

	

0.	 No one nee?

	A	 No. I never met anybody but Schmidt,

Did you ever dispatch any of your agents to contact either

one of those companies in Spain?

	

A	 I must concede the poasibility that the Lorenz Company in

Spain was contacted by one or another of my confidential agents, but

do not r,viall any iacts J-47 any CI"st^41,c
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Q.	 Turning for a moment to the Standard Electric Company in

Germany and the Lorenz Company in Germany, you had an Abwehr organ-

ization, I presume, set up within the company, is that correct, as

was characteristic of all German industries?

A	 You have to remember the following thing: there was one

person in charge of the Abwehr in every concern. That Was a matter

up to the State Police --

	

Q	 Exactly.

	

A	 7Tith which I had nothing to do.

	

Q	 Exactly. But all I want to know is whether or not you, as

a director of the Standard Electric Company did not know who that

man was in the Standard Electric Company.

	

A	 If I remember correctly, I succeeded with the State Police

not to have anyone in the Standard Electrin company, because I

considered that aka' emclusive field. I argued that this would jeopw

ardize my own work. I made the attempt to have one particularly

efficient person assigned to the economic division of the Standard

Electric Company. This I arranged in order to obtain a basis for

eopionage and counter-een!onage work with the help of the balance

sheets and business records of that company. I Watt of the opinion

thnt on the bat s cf market analyses I could arrive at a good many

conclusionn regardine,ocenomic and political problems. My deptty

during the initial period was a certain Sebastian. However, I had

to withdraw Sebastian from the Standard Electric Company because my

opponents argued in the following manner: Sebastian was originally

A otat n official * I arranged for him to get his fur2021. He was

an o7trom ,:ly clever economist. And than I arranged that he become



a full—fledged staff member of the Standard Electric Company. He

reneiv oxi an adequate salary for his services. gy opponents now

act:used me of eharing his eelary. rur :1- , st reason I had to withdraw

and arrsnred that he received a normal emrloyment; that means asain

as a state official.

Wised up through this experience,	 never again attempted to

fill this position. I found no understanding for my ideas.

Am I take it, then, that so fer,as you know, with the

exception of this one man, Sebastian, there was no one connected

officially with the Standard Electric or the Loren,. Company lino was

also a member of the German intelligence service, other than yourself/

A	 It may be that I used for specific problems a man named

=IVOR from 6 Wi.

Q	 Ind, briefly, what do you mean by "specific problems?"

A	 By that I mean the question of supporting rajor Schmidt.

That vas a thing I referred to him.

Q,	 ghat kind of support?

A	 For instance,the question of kryanization of his wife.

That was a task of considerable scope.

At that time you were a shareholder, is that correct, in

the Standard Electric Company?

A	 No, never -•

Q.	 You have no financial interest in the company at all?

A	 No, never,
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What ai:a you rocoive from the Standat Elactrtc Company

for vour compensation?

A	 Igot in a half year 600 Marks, and these 600 Marka I always

gave to the German Red Cross. That was announced by my superior

officer.

YO5o Skit Schallanbarg, you were a very busy man. How

could you devote even a small portion of your time to mel:hership on

the board of directors of this company if you had no interest in it,
other than parivpa 600 Marks that you might make and give to the Red

Cross? How much easier it would have been to just take 600 Marks

and give it to the Red Cross from your own income, rather than to

devote your time to this company.

A	 My motive was not a financial one. Originally I had the

intention to use all the big concerns for purposes of obtaining in-

telligence	 ith the Standard Flectric Company it was a particular

case to the extent that I considered it as an eventualy bridge for

talks with people in the United States; secondly, it was the opposi-

tion that was pat in my way by the several ministries that made me

decide to hold on for reasons of prestige. It was quite an accusation

that vas raised against me that I was premediatiodly trying to pro-

tect foreign: that is: enemy, property. It I had given up my

position with the Standard Electric Company, the other would have

taken that am a justification of their accusation. Besides, nPithar

rmuld h're been able to hold on.

tti
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I teke it that you have no further recollection in your

mind of any representative or member either of Standard Electric or

of Loren:: in aermany who was a member of the German intelligence

service„ other than one Sanellenbers and on Sebastian, and Schmidt,

and probably Zoidler? Those four possibilities out of that huge concern?

A	 Yes.

And I take it likewise, or I assume from your silence, that

you have never taken opportunity of the connections which you had.

with Standard Electric Company to make any contacts with America; is

that correct?

A	 No, I did not. I woubd have no reason to withhold any in.'

formatton at thin state of the game, after I have told so many things.

q	 Do you know of anyone who did use Standard Electric Cor

intelligence purposes, any German officials, either of the Gestapo

or any other agency?

A It is quite possible that at the time of Canaria there

wero relations rith the Standard Electric Company, but I have no

knowledge of them.

APPROVED:
err07;

Interpreter

Reporter



Testimony or. WAIJER_SCHELLENBERG, taken
at Nurnberg, Germany, 13 February, 1946,
by Captain Horace Hahn, AU, OUSCC. Also
present: Joseph Maier, Interpreter; and
S. K. Saslaw, Court Reporter.

QUESTIONS BY CAPTAIN HAHN TO THE WITNESS THROUGH THE INTERPRETER:

0.	 You 3re the seine Walter Schelle4berg who has been ina

terrogated by representatives of the Office of Chief of Counsel prea

viouely, and you appreciate the fact that all statements which you

make at the present time are made under oath?

A	 I do.

mr. Schellenbers, you were officially connected with AMT

VI of the RSHA: 1 believe for a period of time you were the chief

of that office; is that not correct?

A	 Y03.

The higheet rank that you held in that position was Major

General in the Weffon SS?

A	 Y03.

In your connection with that office what, if anything, do

you know regarding the breaking of the diplomatic code Which was

used by the United States between Bern, Switzerland and Washington

in the year 1943?

A	 T usually received the entire decodified material by the

deciphering bureau of the 0KW, Major-General Thiele in charge.

Is that the same Thiele that was connected with you on

thv) 7.)orAI'd of direci:ora of "6. andard Llectric Co.

A	 Y031



q •	 An,1 wi:at type of code was used 1 ,17 the Th1te0 Stetes in

this connection?

A All t: lat, I ncw s p out t:it tce:wicul aspect:), I know

from conversations w(th jeneral Thiele. Now ard tnen I had also

conv.:rsations with a division cf.ef of his, one Colonel Kettler.

Tile code that you askse stout wa y , as farts I know,	 deciphered

dode. As far as I know, no mechallIcal code was used

but a very comprehensive written book code. We distinguished be-

tween technical codes and otter codes. In my experience, it showed

that technical codes were very dif icult to decipher.

You referred to the diplomatic code which was used by

the United Stater as a technical code.

A	 As far El! I know, it was not a technical code in thii-

instance, but a normal book code.

Q.	 An ordinary code of civen ciphers that were used opposite

rartioular letters of the alphabet?

A	 Yes.

When was it that you first received from General Thiele

a decoded message which had been intercepted between Bern and

Washincton. Do you recall that?

A	 As far as I recall, it was in the beginning of 1943.

Prior to that time, #ad your office or was it Thielets

office that had been devoting its energies toward breaking the

United States code?

A	 Only i.ho v.zicn f 71.11.ATc vat ccncernerl with the break-

ing or the deciphereinc of the code.

ci
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Who was it under Thiele's jurisdiction that wae

concerned; do you know?

A	 That 'NSF Colonel Kettler, and re had at his dispossl a

great number of ccientista, msthematiciann and other nyperts.

On the basis of his efforts toward brinking the United

States cGde, did he ever comment to you whether he regarded it

as a good codo?-

A	 It ran of interest to me that only the code between Bern

and Washington was actually broken, not other codes that were in

operation, such an those between Cairo and Wrshington. 1 asked

Thiele at one time how it came about and he told me that We owed

the breaking of the Bern-Wnehington code to a lucky circumstance.

.de told me at that time that the Bern-Warthington code was an ordinary

book code and eeemingly the other codes were mechanical.

Q.	 Did you ever have reason to suspect that perhaps the Bern-

Washington code had been over-simplified by the United States in the

hope that the German Government would break It and thus be the

recipient of distorted messages or of messages which it was hoped

by the U. S. authorities they would intercept?

A	 It was only later on that this idea occurred to me, but

in 1943 and in 1944, I did not think of it in those terms, sald that

it may bc oversimplified.

The information which you intercepted as a result of

breaking this code ln 1945, did you find ttat inormttion i.0 b y+ or

incest or of any value to you in your office?
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A	 Yes.

Do you remember any particular instances in Which it was

of particular value?

A	 It gave an excellent survey cf intelligence material at

the d , spocal of HarriMan about conditions.in Germany. I remember

that he had an excellent survey about the situation of the trans-

port organisation in Germany at that time, which he had relayed to

Washington. Further, about the steel and coal production, , the

morale of the population, and also about problems concerning

oppoeitional trends in Germany. Further, about the treatment of

the churches, the effect of Anglo ..American propaganda in Germany,

suggestions as to improvement or changes in the directives of Anglo-

American propaganda towards Germany, material bearing on Goebbels,

propaganda and suggestions as to how to combat it and to improve

on counter propaganda; proposals concerning the reconstruction and

renaissance of German literature after the defeat of Germany. Of

particular interest, was an inquiry at one time by Secretary Hull

concerning the person of Wirth, former German Reich Chancellor, Who s

resided in Switzerland at that time. I do recall that the inquiry

was very .specified. It Inquired about the permonality of former

Reich Chancellor Wirth, his place of residence, and the contacts

he rae having at that time.

T.Ad you find that these reports were relatively accurate

that were tranemitted?

A	 it vas obviouG that	 HarrImn had emce l lAvt information

about the conditions in Germany and his reports seemed to be very

C-
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sound. On the other hand, his report v seemed to be based on

Information he obtained from economists who seemed less informed

and tried to appear as important persons.

That is, economlots who were then residing in Switzerland ?

A	 These economists were apparently persona who, for business

reaeone, had left for Switzerland in order to establish contacts

with °the! business people.

Now, to get back for a moment to the code itself, I

understand you to say that according to your classification of the

code, you would regard it as a book code as contrasted with an

ordinary technical code, and by technical code you mean a code, to

decipher which you rely upon mechanical means?

A	 Yee.

Do you have any definite information as to the methods

which were used in breaking the code by Thiele and this group of

experts that were working under him?

A	 Al]. I can say about this is what I learned from conver•

eatione with Thiele. In order to break a normal book code, it was
a

necessary to have/good many transmissions. If the technical pro-

cedure observed in several or many of the transmissions was the

same, it was possible to bresk one particular spot In the code

transmission and subsequently also to decipher the entire trana■

miseion.

0	 WS3 that the method which Was utilized by Thiele in break-

ing this code tbat we have been talking about?
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A	 In this ca3e, I believe,yes, on the basis of mathematical

prch&tility.

••• in other words, to gain a more complete understandinc of

the r.:ethods which were used in breakine codes, perhaps it would be

better to discuss the question with Thle1s himself; would that be

correct?

A	 Thiele himself 13 no longer alive, you would have to

talk to Kettler.

When was it that you ljast heard from Colonel Kettler?

A	 In April 1945, when he trled to find out where I would

finally go to, because he was anxious to keep in touch with me and

my office.

Have you heard any wcrd of him since you have been taken

prisoner by the Allies?

A	 No.

It is correct, is it not, that he was a Colonel in the

Wehrmacht and 7as not a member of the Warren SS?

A	 Yes.

Was he a member of the 411gemeine SS? Do you know?

A	 I do not know.

I believe it iv correct, is it not, Mr. Schellenberg,

that you have been interrogated previously regarding this Sern•

Vsshington code?

A	 Yes,

tr-t
	 4. you.-..6ra laLevrogatedt

A	 I 7an first Interrogated by American officers in Frankfurt,

after '. had surrendered on 17 June 1945. Subsequently, I was twice
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interrogated in London by English officers. Af;erwarde I was

brought to London proper, where I was twicd interrogated by a

commission compoeed of a Br 4.tish chairman, a British specialist
on deciphering and an American specialist on decipberingo Finally,

was interrogated also in London with regard tc deciphering in

general, the OM code end the research station.

CAPTAIN KAHN: That is ell.

APPROVED:

Interrogato7

Interpreter

TriTaTioi•
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